
Psychology A-level  
 

Key information about the course (AQA) 

In Year 12:  

• You will begin Year 12 by looking at the main Approaches in Psychology; each has its own way of 
explaining human behaviour and we will examine the similarities and differences between them.  

• You will then use the theories from the main approaches to study Psychopathology; focusing on 
conditions such as phobias, OCD and depression. 

• The approaches use a range of Research Methods to study human behaviour; you will learn about 
these different methods and carry out your own research with participants. 

• In Attachment you will learn about how early childhood experiences can have a profound impact on 
later behaviour. 

• You will understand what causes people to conform and obey in the topic of Social Influence. 

• During the topic of Memory, you will learn about why we forget as well as factors that influence the 
accuracy of eyewitness testimony. 

• Then in Biopsychology, you will learn about how our brains recover after damage as well as how our 
sleep-wake cycle works. 

 

In Year 13: 

• Within the topic of Issues and Debates, we will look at the relative importance of nature and nurture 
and whether we are free to choose our behaviour. 

• You will also look at the application of psychological theories to help us understand and treat 
conditions in the topics of Addiction and Schizophrenia.  

• You will then study the topic of Gender where you will learn about the different explanations of 
gender, as well as the impact of atypical sex chromosome patterns and the causes of gender dysphoria. 

 
 
How is the A-level assessed? 

At the end of the A-Level course, you will sit three exams; each will consist of multiple choice, short answer 
and extended writing questions. There is no coursework in Psychology. 

Paper one – Social Influence, Memory, Attachment and Psychopathology 
Paper two – Approaches, Biopsychology and Research Methods 
Paper three – Issues and Debates, Gender, Schizophrenia and Addiction 
 
 
 
What is it like to study Psychology at A-level? 

Accounts from our Year 13 students (2020) 
RD (Psychology/English Language/Drama) - “Being able to draw parallels between theories in a textbook 
and your life is definitely what makes the subject so interesting and different from many others. The 



analytical essay writing techniques we learn in Psychology are also massively beneficial to other subjects 
that require you to do the same thing!  I mostly enjoyed learning about Gender and Schizophrenia as 
they’re topics that feel particularly relevant to society today.”  
LB (Psychology/Biology/English Language) - “I honestly cannot recommend A-level Psychology enough; I 
found learning about the science behind our own behaviour truly fascinating. This was only made better by 
the fantastic support offered by the psychology department. Studying Psychology alongside another 
Science has opened doors for me to go on to study a medical degree, and is therefore a very useful 
qualification to have.” 

HF (Psychology/Health and Social Care/ Film Studies) – “The best thing about studying A-level Psychology 
for me was the broad range of topics that you get to cover because this really deepens your concepts of 
people and the world around you. Personally I enjoyed Biopsychology the most as I find the functions of the 
human brain fascinating.” 

MR (Psychology/Geography/Drama) – “I’ve found that I’ve been able to apply what I’ve learnt from 
Psychology to real life;  it’s allowed me to be more empathetic to other’s experiences, in particular mental 
health and disorders. I also loved being able to think critically about theories and approaches and find their 
strengths and limitations.” 

DW (Psychology/PE/Geography) – “I took Psychology after it was recommended by my sister who always 
used the phrase "In psychology..." to share facts that she had learnt within lessons. I have found the subject 
very interesting, particularly learning about Addiction and Attachment. All three teachers in the department 
are knowledgeable, enthusiastic and willing to go above and beyond. Consequently, I would highly 
recommend Psychology for anyone wanting to choose a subject that is fascinating to learn about with 
teachers who will support both your subject knowledge and exam skills” 

CF (Psychology/Business/Geography) - “Psychology is a really interesting subject which can give you a 
well-rounded understanding about current societal issues and it pairs well with a range of different subject. 
Both of my other subjects (Business and Geography) have linked with Psychology; the topic of Research 
Methods really helped with my Geography coursework.”  

MB (Psychology/English Literature/Business) – “What I enjoyed about Psychology was the interactive 
lessons and having the ability to use the skills taught in Psychology to help with my other subjects, such as 
revision techniques. My subjects were English Literature and Business, so Psychology helped me in Sixth 
Form a lot.”  

NJ (Psychology/ Religious Studies/ English Language) “I would say that Psychology was my favourite 
subject. I enjoyed it so much because of how well structured and organised the lessons were, this always 
helped to keep me on top of my work and to really keep my grades up to the best of my ability. Similarly, 
the lessons were always interesting, especially the experiments.” 

EW (Psychology/PE/Maths) – “For me, one of the best things about A-level Psychology was how applicable 
the course was to everyday life. I also liked how interactive the course was with opportunities to do 
experiments and a lot of paired/group work.” 

LI (Psychology/Biology/English Language) - ‘Psychology was my favourite A-level. It tied in so well with my 
other subjects. The reason I enjoyed it so much was because it focused on such current and relevant topics, 
which are becoming ever more important in the world. What makes it better is the fact the lessons are kept 



so fun and engaging! I am now going on to secure a degree in it! I thoroughly recommend considering this 
as a subject to study at A-level’  
 
What can I do to get ahead in A-level Psychology? 

If you want to get ahead in Psychology complete some of the introductory activities below, these are 
linked to the topics that you will study in Year 12. This is a brand new subject for all students, so I would 
start by picking a topic that seems interesting to you. If you want to learn more about what you will study 
within each topic look at the A-level specification, a copy can be found on PHHS Live.   
 

Introductory activities  

Approaches  

Watch the following BBC ideas video and describe why toys 
have such an impact on gender. When we study the 
behaviourist approach and social learning theory, we look at 
the impact of direct and indirect learning on behaviour in 
more detail.  

‘Girls or boys, should toys just be toys? – BBC video’  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/ideas/videos/girls-or-boys---should-toys-just-be-
toys/p07wxchc 
 
Watch the following TED talk and outline what has the 
biggest impact on what we see. When we look at the 
cognitive approach, we go on to look at how our thoughts 
influence our behaviour, including perception.  

‘Optical illusions show how we see - Beau Lotto – TED talk’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mf5otGNbkuc&list=PLFDE868BCF58A3950&index=14 
 

Read the following BBC article and outline factors influencing 
attraction. When we study the biological approach, we look 
at the evolutionary explanation of attraction in greater depth 
as well as the evolutionary explanation of phobias. We also 
look at an evolutionary explanation in the topic of Attachment. 

‘The Psychology of attraction: Why do we fancy certain people? –BBC article ’ 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zm9ry9q 
 
 
Psychopathology 



If you have Netflix watch the Anxiety episode of The Mind Explained series narrated 
by Emma Stone. Then outline what research has shown about the amygdala’s role 
in anxiety, as well as what neurotransmitters are linked to anxiety and how Little 
Albert’s research illustrates the impact of direct learning on anxiety. In 
Psychopathology, you will study the biological explanation of OCD and behaviourist 
explanation of phobias. You will also look at the biological treatment of OCD and 
the cognitive treatment for depression that are mentioned in this episode. 

‘Anxiety – The Mind Explained - Netflix’  

Watch the following TED talk, then outline the characteristics 
of Jake’s depression as well as what he found useful for 
treating and managing it. In Psychopathology, we look at the 
behavioural, emotional and cognitive characteristics of 
depression, phobias and OCD in order to try to understand 
what it is like to live with these conditions.  
‘ “I’m Fine” – Learning to live with depression – Jake Tyler – TEDX’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IDPDEKtd2yM   
 

Attachment 

Watch the Netflix Love episode from the Babies series (the full episode is 
available through the YouTube link below). Then outline what 
research has shown about oxytocin in mothers and fathers as 
well as what the ‘Still Face’ experiment illustrates about 
attachment. In this topic, we look at this experiment when we 
study caregiver-infant interactions; we also go on to study the 
role of the father in more detail. 
 ‘Love – Babies - Netflix’  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOv5jDFtvsIhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOv5jDFtvsI 
 
Listen to the following Mind Changers podcast by Claudia 
Hammond and outline Harry Harlow’s research. In Attachment, 
we also look at the animal research conducted by Konrad 
Lorenz on geese to enhance our understanding of how 
attachments are formed.  
‘Harlow’s Monkeys – Mind Changers podcast’  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00ly7lp 
 
Read the following BBC article and outline how poor parental 
relationships affect learning. In Attachment, we also study the 
impact of early relationships on emotional development and 
late relationships including friendships and romance. 
‘Poor parent-child bonding hampers learning – BBC article’ 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/education-26667036 

 



Social Influence 
Watch the following TED talk and outline what conformity is, 
state a couple of examples to illustrate the term too. In Social 
Influence, we study the types of conformity, explanations of 
conformity as well as ways of resisting conformity. In Year 13 
within the topic of Gender, we also go on to study the 
explanations of gender dysphoria, which was mentioned in this TED talk. 
‘Conformity: Are we afraid to stand out? – Mina Whorms – TEDx’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LiC0Gi0nK9g&t=19s  

Listen to the following Mind Changers podcast by Claudia 
Hammond and outline Phillip Zimbardo’s Stanford Prison 
Experiment. In Social Influence, we look at this study when we 
study Conformity; we also go on to look at the famous 
psychological experiments conducted by Solomon Asch and 
Stanley Milgram. 
‘The Stanford Prison Experiment – Mind Changers podcast’  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/b008crhv 
 
Memory  

Watch the Netflix Memory episode, from The Mind Explained 
series, narrated by Emma Stone (the full episode is available 
through the YouTube link below). Then outline the case study of 
HM as well as factors that influence memory and memory 
distortion. In the topic of Memory we look at the three main types of Long-term, 
HM provides support for the distinction. We also look at the inaccuracy of 
eyewitness testimony and the case of Ronald Cotton as mentioned in the video.  
‘Memory – The Mind Explained - Netflix’  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d95dOH-7GHM&t=251s 

 
Listen to the following Mind Changers podcast by Claudia 
Hammond and outline Elizabeth Loftus’s research in to the 
impact of misinformation on memory. We go on to look at the 
impact of leading questions, post-event discussion and anxiety 
on the accuracy of eyewitness testimony in Year 12.  
‘Elizabeth Loftus and Eyewitness Testimony – Mind Changers podcast’ 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/sounds/play/b00yhv36 
 
 
Biopsychology  



Read the following BBC news article and outline why a larger 
amygdala is found in procrastinators, what is the function of this 
part of the brain? In the topic of Biopsychology, you will learn 
more about the localisation and lateralisation of the brain. 
‘Procrastination: It’s pretty much all in the mind – BBC article’ 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-45295392 
 
Watch the following TED talk and outline what Kashifa Rahman’s 
research found about why teenagers make outrageous choices 
that are harmful to their health and well-being. In 
Biopsychology, we study the plasticity of the brain, which is 
illustrated in Kashifa’s research. We also look at different ways 
of studying the brain including EEG, which she used to conduct her research. 
‘How risk-taking changes a teenager’s brain – Kashfia Rahman’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VLDwh4ivNf4 


